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OTHER RESPONSES to the question: “Has your council sold one or more camps 

since the time of council realignment?” 

 

 2 are currently listed for sale 

 3 camps have been sold 

 At least 4 - 2 resident and 2 day and a local office in our other high population area 

 before realignment 

 But our Council did not realign, but we sold one camp in 2007 

 I believe a portion of a camp was sold. 

 I believe so 

 I do not know as camp sells seem to be hush hush 

 I don't think so, but they talk about it a lot 

 I don’t think so 

 In process of selling. 

 No but we were NOT realigned. 

 No, but only because the state rezoned to make it unsellable....or sop I heard, this was 

before I moved here. 

 Not sold. But restructured one camp that is closer to us. Used to be a resident camp in 

full operation. No resident camps done there anymore. Closest one now is about 4-5 

hours away. 

 Not yet 

 Not yet, they are trying!! And it sucks!!!!!! 

 One closed, but was leased so Council allowed the lease to lapse. 

 Razed before realignment 

 Realignment made one camp development plan stall as money was diverted to other, 

less well-kept properties.  One has since been made primitive only and the camp that 

was geographically advantageous to develop has been left at primitive only. 

 See Trefoilintegrity.org for full details. 

 Switched one camp to a Family Campground. 

 The board tried 

 They are considering it. 

 They attempted a sale seven years ago. 

 They gave lease back over to boy scouts 

 They sold property that wasn't used adjacent to a camp when the cost to bring it up to 

code wouldn't be cost effective.  The former family of previous owner wanted to 

purchase. 
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 They threatened but we fought it.  Now they've closed the camp for next year.  We think 

it's in preparation of being sold. 

 They tried but the sales were blocked because they did not follow proper protocol 

 They’ve tried and are still working on the legality 

 Tried to 

 Trying too 

 We did not renew the annual lease on one small property which was not being used, 

was subject to vandalism, and, on a per user basis, was by far the most expensive camp.  

This happened after member input and really caused very little stir, except for the one 

troop that used it most. (Almost all the usage of the camp for the two years previous to 

release was due to this one troop.) 

 We didn't renew a lease on a small property with very low usage, high rent, and 

expensive vandalism. 

 We sold one. But it was not as safe as it used to be. 

 

Responses are presented “as is”. They have not been edited for spelling or grammar. 

 


